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Vet Geoff Johnson
looks at the

development of
homeopathy and the
parallels it has wÍth the
pioneering advances
that have been made
in modern medicine.
TWo hundred vears ago
I hor"oputhy pre-dateo the
I cuttinq-edge advances oí
modern medicine. These concepts
are individualised medicine, the
ability of emotional distress to cause
serious chronic disease, like treats like,

epigenetics and the Vital Force.
On the 2 November 2017 the Royal
College of Veterinary Surgeons council
issued a statement asserting that
homeopathy is not based on "sound
scientifi c principles'l This demonstrates

that the council does not understand
what science is, namely: observation
of phenomena; hypothesis; predicting;
testing, experimentation and data
gathering; refi nement and alteration;
expansion or rejection; and theory.í
This is exactly how the principles of
homeopathy were realised, and why
it expanded to become according to
WHO the second most widely used
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medicine in the world.2
t is not "science" to say that
phenomena that do not fit the
accepted paradigm should be rejected;
that is anti-science and stifles progress.
We do not actually understand
most of our universe. Consider basic
questions such as why do we sleep,
how do animals migrate, how do
paracetamol and many anaesthetics
work, and how did life begin? We have
theories but are short on answers. We
don't know what makes up B0% of the
matter of the universe - the so ca led
dark matter. After spending trillions of
dollars we may be beginning to get a
glimmer of how the most obvious thing
in the world works, namely gravity.
It is ridiculous to say, "lt is not
sound science because we don't
know honr it works." The fact that
"science" has yet to understand the
mechanism of homeopathy is likely
to be due to two things: homeopathy
acks the billion-do lar profits of
the pharmaceutical industry for
research, and it works by an advanced
mechanism, as yet undetectable by 21st
century homo sapiens.
To quote Brian Cox: "l'm comfortable
with the unknown - that's the point
of science. There are places out there,
billions of places out there, that we
know nothing about. The fact that
we know nothing about them excites
me, and I want to go out and find out
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about them. That's what science is. So
Ithink if you're not comfortable with
the unknown, then it's difficult to be
a scientist. I don't need answers to
everything. I want to have answers to
find."
The establishment has routinely
lJrneo or those who go against
accepted dogma. Copernicus and
Darwin are obvious examples. Another
is Einstein who turned the Victorian
materialist universe on its head. His
concepts were so revolutionary that
r;ch of rhe sciertific con,nJn ty
initia ly rejected them as being

too outlandish. lhe conpari:or
of Einstein with Hahnemann, the
founder of homeopathy, is totally valid.
Hahnemann was probab y the most
extraordinary genius in the history
of medicine, and his ideas were far
ahead of his time; also in many areas
outside of homeopathy, such as in the
compassionate treatment of the insane.
His homeopathic theory was original
and revolutionary.
Homeopaths are criticised for
returning to the work of a man from
200 years aqo, but physicists delight
ir studying I insleir. Geniuses are i'
short supp y. Fortunately there are a
few working currently in homeopathy,
which has enabled it to undergo great
advances in the ast 30 years.
The five homeopathic conc..pts
were initially ridiculed, but subsequently

all

ofthem except one are now

accepted by modern medicine, which
has only caught up with two of them in

the |ast few years.
Let us look at homeoPathic
principles in the lBth and lgth centuries.

lndividualised rnedicine
This is a medical procedure that
separates patients into specific genetic
groups. N/edical decisions, practices,

interventions and products are then
tailored to the individual patient, based
on their predicted response to or risk
of disease. To quote Professor Peter
Johnson from Cancer Research UK:
"Personalised medicine is the most
exciting change in cancer treatment

using homeopathy, leading to annoyed
letters being sent by some vets
wondering why the character of the
dog and the stresses it had experienced
were relevant. One author described
the possibility of homesickness causing
osteosarcoma as "farcical". At that

time few people knew about Adverse
Childhood Experiences (ACE). These
demonstrate an association of stresses
experienced as a child with health
problems when an adult. This has been
a notable landmark in epidemiological
research, and has recently produced
more than 50 scientific articles
and 100 conference and workshoP
presentations 3,4'5

Serious chronic disease is caused
by mental stÍess
It has been accepted for a few years

in human med c'ne ihat srress is an

important factor in the development
of chronic disease, and recently the
veterinary world has begun to come
on board. However, in 2010 the
Veterrnary Ilmes published a case ot
osteosarcoma successfu lly treated

modern
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homeopathy was always about the

objective symptoms, character,
behaviour, phenotype and a detailed
history. This why homeopathy is not
suited to unsophisticated double blind
trials; future conventiona medicine
won't be either.

emotional history was crucia in the
choice of remedy. There are no drugs
in conventiona practice that take
into account the physica pathology
together rnrith the menta and
emotional state,',.','hlcl- 'r-ay De why
this area iras ':e :- pJor Y s1P ored bY

'eflect this. All remedies treat menta
and emotiona symptoms as we
as physical. lt is only recently that
mainstream science has accepted that

since chemotherapy."
Unlike "conventional" medicine from
the lSth to the end ofthe 20th century,
individual. There is no such thing as a
homeopathic remedy to treat chronic
arthritis in a dog. Each individual dog
may require a different remedy. The
choice will be based on the exact

Hahnemann realised very earlY
in
on his homeopathic practice that
understanding mental stress and

ïhe establishrnent has
routinely turneC cn
those who go against
accepted dognra
Copernicus and Darwin
are obvious examples.
Another is Einstein who
turned the Victorian
materialist universe on
its head.

animals experience emotions.6' 7 AnimaL
emotions were never mentioned in my
six years' studying veterinary medicine
at Cambridge.

Like treats like
lhis rad actually beer a orteor
medicine for centuries, referred to by
Hippocrates and Paracelsus.s'e However
Hahnemann, through exPeriment and
observation, was the first to develop
a system that reliably employed the
principle. ln 1790 he grasped the law of
Like Treats Like, or the Law of Similars,
when he observed that the symPtoms
produced by eating cinchona bark
(containing quinine) were very similar
i

to the symptoms of malaria. He
postulated that this was likely to be why
quinine could successfully treat malaria.
He then conducted his "Provings"
(e{pe"ime.Lsr on'nedicines. Cro;ps of
healthy volunteers took many different

l..lay

medicines and recorded the mental
and physical symptoms they
experienced with each. These drugs
were then given to patients displaying
a similar symptom picture. These
were the first systematic drug trials
performed in the history of Wesrern
medicine. Nine years later, again
through a process of observalion,
Edward Jenner proposed vaccinaiion.
While the principle is the same,
homeopathy is only broadly similar
to vaccination. Jenner used doses of
a sinilar disease rco,t
1

smallpox. Hahnemann used medicines
which caused specific symproms in
healthy humans to preveni and treat
diseases with a similar symptom picture

Epigenetics and miasms
Epigenetics is the recent groundbreaking study oÍ changes in organisms
caused by modification oígene
expression, raiher than alteration
of the genetic code itself, and has
transformed the way we think about
genomes. Darwin wrote in On the
Origin of Specles (1859) that species
arise and develop through the natural
selection of small inherited variations
that increase the individual's ability
to compete, survive and reproduce.
Previously in I801, Jean-Baptiste Lamark
had proposed his theory of the inheritance
of acquired characteristics, which was
later rejected. i\lodern observation and
accurate recording has revealed that in
principle Lamark had a point. The
environment (e.9. exposure to toxins
or chronic stress) can cause epigenetic
changes, and these changes can be
inherited, at least for a few generations.
Stress and disease in the mother or
father impacts the health of their
offspring before they are even conceived.
ln one study, female rats were
exposed to a fungicide (vinclozolin) and
it was found that epigenetic changes
Lhat occurred in the frrst generaiion
male offspring were faithfully passed on
through at least four generations.ío
Scientists now think epigenetics
can play a role in the development of
cancer. Uncontrolled cellular growth
can result from epigenetic change
that silences a tumor suppressor gene.
Another example is an epigenetic
change that "turns off" genes that help
repair damaged DNA, leading to an
increase in DN,\Qamage, which in turn

-: :a:es CanCer riSk11,12
c sum up: an individual's qene
=,rression, health and susceptibi ity
.: Cisease are changed by adverse
:cnditions in the environment and
tnese changes can be passed to
,b eo-er t gelerdtiorr i^ a rorDarwinian manner.
Epigenetics, or the equivalent
n homeopathy, N/iasm theory, was
lu y understood by Hahnemann and
e ucidated in his opus Chrontc Drsease,

published in 1828. À,4iasm theory was
an attempt to find a cure (as opposed
to simp y suppressing symptoms using
Lfe-long medication). Hahnemann

came to his theory by spending years
poring over his patients'case files. He
observed many did well with acute
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pledict that the greatest scientific
c s.o',.,ery of the 2lst century wil be the
\rila Force lln;onder if homeopathy and
l-lahnemann wi I be acknowledged as
the irst to realise the action of this force
ln disease and cure? Somehow I doubt
it, as a though all the other cutting edge
theories of Hahnemann have been
completely vindicated by, and are central
to, the most modern developments in

medicine, the attacks on homeopathy
by the so called sceptics continue. That
is unsound science.

GeoffJohnson
N/B i\lA IVRCVS VetFF-Hom PCH

problems but returned ill with chronic
ailments. He discovered by detai ed
history taking and observation that the
diseases -o which his patierr: were
susceptible, and the way each individua

expressed disease, was determined
by the iilnesses that their parents and
grandparents had suffered, especial y
iÍ these il nesses were suppressed by
medication. Using these observations
he developed a method of treating
chronic disease. The story is a long one
- Chronic Drsease is 1,600 pages iong
but it was epigenetics 200 years ahead
oÍ its time.
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